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When her vintage Corvette falls victim to a hit-and-run, flower shop owner Abby Knight, crusader for all things good, joins
forces with gorgeous cop Marco Salvare to catch the culprit, an investigation that becomes filled with deadly twists and
turns. Original.
A TV crew comes to Blossom Creek to film a popular mystery series. A few days later, after a string of suspicious events,
Emily and Linda realize the true mystery is not in the script; it's on the set
'The sultry Spanish location is wonderfully escapist ... a captivating, sun-soaked read' Daily Express 'If you're seeking an
escape of your own, this sunny, evocative story is the perfect place to hide away' S Magazine What would you do if you
discovered you were living a lie? The No. 1 bestseller from Sheila O'Flanagan, author of THE MISSING WIFE and HER
HUSBAND'S MISTAKE. Perfect for readers of Cecelia Ahern and Marian Keyes. Juno Ryan thought life was going well.
The divorce is behind her, she loves her job, and she's been seeing Brad, a doctor who seems to have fallen as much in
love with her as she has with him. Then one morning Brad's face appears on the TV screen in a news report. In a
heartbeat, she learns the shocking truth. And knows she will never see him again. Juno's world is shattered. She's without
the man she loves, and she can't see how to get the answers she needs. And so Juno flees to the enchanting Villa
Naranja in Spain. The blue skies and orange groves - along with Pep, the local winemaker's handsome son - begin to
soothe her broken heart. But just when she begins to feel whole again, another bombshell drops. Juno might have run
away from her secrets, but the past isn't finished with her... 'A feel-good story told by a funny and down-to-earth heroine'
Woman 'A hugely enjoyable romance, written with pace and heart. It will make you long to jump on a plane yourself'
Sunday Mirror 'A beautiful backdrop to the story of a woman finding acceptance and new beginnings' Woman & Home
'Perfect for those lazy, hazy days' Sun 'Pure escapism' Candis 'You'll race through this warm, heart-felt read' Best 'Pageturner' Bella
The Complete Cozy Mystery Series
Me, mum & mistery 2. En busca del hombre desaparecido
Mum's the Word
'Scuse Me While I Kill This Guy
A Murder Mystery Series with Witches and Magic
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A gripping and unputdownable English cosy mystery
The first three books in the fun and suspenseful Paranormal Investigation Bureau Cozy Mystery Series by USA Today
bestselling author Dionne Lister. What readers are saying about the PIB paranormal cozy mystery series. "I can’t stop
reading the books in this series. Great plots, fascinating characters, intrigue, humor, danger, love......they have it all!" "I
needed something to read that wasn't real heavy and macabre to read. I got more than I hoped for with Dionne Lister's
Paranormal Investigator book!!! I enjoyed it so much, now that I finished this one, I am going on to the next, then the
next..." "I loved it! I laughed at Lily’s snarky sense of humor so much! This was very original and fun to read. Give me
more!" "This is a cosy read packed with intrigue, witchcraft and surprises. There are a fantastic array of characters some to love and others to be extremely wary of. There are some you'll change your mind about as more is revealed. I
thoroughly enjoyed reading it and definitely look forward to reading more in the series in future." In This Three-Book
Box Set: Witchnapped in Westerham: Book 1 All it takes is one morning for Sydney Photographer Lily Bianchi's life to
go off the rails and over a cliff. A well-dressed English woman turns up at her door, swearing she's a witch. If that’s not
crazy enough, she explains Lily’s brother, James, has been kidnapped and the Paranormal Investigation Bureau needs
Lily’s help finding him. And the craziest part? The Englishwoman tells Lily she's a witch too. Before she can say,
“Where’s my coffee?” she’s on a plane bound for Westerham, England. Unfortunately, England’s not as welcoming as
she hoped--she's barely arrived before she gets set up, arrested and almost shot. Things can only get better from here,
right? Yeah, right… Witch Swindled in Westerham: Book 2 Just when Lily’s settling into life in Westerham and making
new friends, the Paranormal Investigation Bureau needs her help again. A witch has been misappropriating millions
from unsuspecting retirees, but she’s destroyed all the evidence. Lily’s unique witchy skills are the only thing that can
uncover the past and get the PIB the evidence it needs. Even though Lily has her own plans, nothing seems to go right.
Her fun day in London turns into a devastating collision with her past, and super-hot Agent Crankypants is annoying as
hell. He knows all her buttons to press, and she’s not sure if she wants to kiss him or strangle him, or maybe both. Then
tracking down the PIB’s suspect puts Lily’s new friendship at risk, and, if that’s not enough, it finally brings Lily face-toface with death. Can Lily solve the crime before someone dies? And will the universe give her a break before she loses
what’s left of her sanity? Unfortunately, coffee alone can’t fix things this time. Witch Undercover in Westerham: Book 3
Deciding to have more fun in Westerham, Lily takes up life-drawing classes with her friend Olivia. But trouble isn't far
away; the art teacher goes missing after the second class. Tracking down the art teacher is proving impossible, and the
PIB's best lead is murdered before they can find out everything he knows. Yet again, Lily's unique witchy skills are
called upon to help. The problem? It's dangerous for her to reveal her talents. She's already the target of a secret
organisation intent on kidnapping her, and now those closest to her fear a threat inside the PIB itself. To help solve the
case, Lily makes a dangerous choice: to go undercover with no backup. But has she just made a fatal mistake? So much
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for witches having it easier. Someone pass Lily a cappuccino, but this time, make it a double. Grab this box set for some
sassy, fun, well-written, page-turning cozy mysteries. KEYWORDS: cozy mystery, paranormal cozy mystery, cozy
mystery with witches, cozy mystery books, cozy mystery series, humorous books, fun cozy mystery, cosy mystery,
paranormal cosy mystery, paranormal mystery with romance, clean mystery with romance, suspense and mystery, cozy
mystery in the UK, bestselling cosy mystery, bestselling cozy mystery, romantic cozy mystery, murder mystery series,
fun murder mystery, paranormal murder mystery, cosy murder mystery.
My book does answer the questions on the cover about how to understand the mystery of suffering, how to feel joy
while suffering, and how to make a difference wherever, forever. My spiritual director told me to write a journal. That
journal has become, over several years, this book. In this book, I spread my life out to you and the world and say things
about myself that I have not told even my best friends. My friend of forty-three years does not know some of what is in
here.
From National Bestselling author, Leslie Langtry... YOU CAN'T PICK YOUR FAMILY... Death by Chocolate is her favorite
dessert. And those knitting needles aren't just for craft projects. To most people, Gin Bombay is an ordinary single
mom. Then again, they don't know she's from a family of top secret assassins. Somewhere between leading a Girl Scout
troop for her kindergartner--would nooses count for a knot badge?--and keeping their puppy from destroying the
furniture, Gin now has to take out a new target. BUT YOU CAN PICK THEM OFF Except this target has an incredibly hot
Australian bodyguard who knows just how to make her weak in the knees. But with a traitor threatening to expose
everything, Gin doesn't have much time indulge her hormones. She's got to find the leak and clear her assignment...or
she'll end up next on the Bombay family hit list. Other Greatest Hits Mysteries available: Guns Will Keep Us Together –
book #2 Stand By Your Hitman – book #3 I Shot You Babe – book #4 Paradise by the Rifles Sights – book #5 Snuff the
Magic Dragon - book #6 My Heroes Have Always Been Hitmen – book #7 Four Killing Birds – a holiday short story Have
Yourself a Deadly Little Christmas – a holiday short story REVIEWS: "The Greatest Hits Mysteries are pure wicked fun!
Imagine Stephanie Plum with a license to kill... and Grandma Mazur running the show. You'd be close to the Bombay
Family." ~ Gemma Halliday, New York Times Bestselling author of the High Heels Mysteries “With an irreverent, tell-itlike-it-is, suburban-mom-assassin narrator, Leslie Langtry’s ‘Scuse Me While I Kill This Guy delivers wild and wicked
fun.” -Julie Kenner, USA Today Bestselling Author “Darkly funny and wildly over the top, this mystery answers the
burning question, ‘Do assassin skills and Girl Scout merit badges mix…’ one truly original and wacky novel!” -RT
BOOKreviews “Those who like dark humor will enjoy a look into the deadliest female assassin and PTA mom’s life.”
-Parkersburg News “Mixing a deadly sense of humor and plenty of sexy sizzle, Leslie Langtry creates a brilliantly
original, laughter-rich mix of contemporary romance and suspense in ‘Scuse Me While I Kill This Guy” -Chicago Tribune
“The beleaguered soccer mom assassin concept is a winner, and Langtry gets the fun started from page one with a
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myriad of clever details.” -Publisher’s Weekly
Italian Surgeon to the Stars
At Death's Door: The Shires Mysteries 2
Ein Fall für Me, Mum & Mystery, Band 02
Reprinted Pieces, and Other Stories
What Angels Fear
Können Gänseblümchen sprechen?
Quando il signor Parson viene ritrovato nei boschi intorno a Blossom Creek ucciso da un colpo di fucile, la polizia non ha dubbi:
deve essersi trattato di un incidente di caccia! Emily non ne è così certa, ma l'ispettore Mulberry è deciso a tenere l'Agenzia
Wright fuori dalle indagini. Il mistero bussa comunque alla porta di Emily e Linda, nelle vesti di uno sconosciuto che avanza la
più incredibile delle richieste: indagare su di lui! L'uomo infatti ha perso la memoria, ma è certo che gli sia successo qualcosa di
grave, e l'unico indizio è una valigia scomparsa
Several pounds heavier̶and gaining̶blissful mother-to-be Ellie Haskell knows her days as a thin woman are numbered. Time
to let out her clothes, put up her feet, and prepare to enjoy the next nine months as pampered wife. But the first pangs of
morning sickness have barely passed when Ellie's handsome husband, Ben, is invited to compete for membership in the world's
most exclusive secret society of chefs, and suddenly Ellie finds herself whisked off to America̶to Mud Creek, Illinois̶and to a
gothic mansion straight out of a horror movie.
Un nuovo caso bussa alla porta di Emily e Linda Wright: il gatto di un'arcigna vecchietta del paese è sparito. Mentre indaga su
quello che sembra un facile incarico, Emily scopre che dietro alla scomparsa del felino si nasconde un mistero più grande. Gli
eventi precipitano quando un forestiero viene ucciso al Three Crowns Inn, la locanda del paese Tra polverosi documenti e gare
di freccette, inizia la nuova indagine dell'Agenzia Investigativa Wright: Emily e Linda si troveranno alle prese con vecchi intrighi
sepolti da generazioni. Ma Emily dovrà svelare anche un altro segreto: chi è il misterioso "Watson" citato nei taccuini da
detective di suo zio Orville?
Me, Mum & Mystery: Investigació al far
Me, mum & mystery
Una spia dal passato. Me, mum & mistery
Doppia indagine per Emily. Me, mum & mistery
A totally gripping cosy mystery
The Mystery behind the -TownAll five books in Phillipa Nefri Clark's 'Charlotte Dean Mysteries', a series of cozy mystery
novels set in Australia, now in one volume! Deadly Start: Charlotte loves her new job at
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Rosie's bookshop in the small town of Kingfisher Falls. Even the snobby book club ladies can't
dampen her spirits. But when a strange series of crimes casts suspicion on all the wrong people
- including Charlotte - she can't stand back and watch. With the community divided and
criminals on the loose, the annual Christmas Eve street party is about to change lives forever,
and Charlotte is the only one who can prevent a disaster. Deadly Falls: Charlotte is finding
her place in the peaceful town of Kingfisher Falls. Working in the bookshop with Rosie is a
joy, as is their growing friendship. But the sudden death of one of the book club ladies lands
Charlotte in the middle of an investigation. Was it an accident, or is something more sinister
going on? Suspecting Sid might be behind the messages, Charlotte has to find the killer...
before the killer finds her. Deadly Secrets: When Charlotte stumbles across an old, carefully
decorated grave in the bushland, she feels compelled to investigate. The trail leads to an
unsolved case of a runaway. But is it possible that the young woman didn't leave town after
all? Meanwhile, there's a new face in Kingfisher Falls: a clairvoyant who is winning the favour
of the locals. As Charlotte's search reveals more important clues, her attempts to uncover the
town's secrets could prove to be a deadly pastime. Deadly Past: Charlotte Dean is finally
living the life she wants. Happy in her small town of Kingfisher Falls with a great job and
loving boyfriend, everything is perfect. But when a terrible accident shocks the community,
Charlotte suspects there is more to it, and the chance sighting of someone from her old life
forces Charlotte to face her past head on. But are the events linked? The Giving Tree:
Christmas is just around the corner and Charlotte has every intention of making it the best one
ever. After the success last year of the bookshop's 'Giving Box', she's roped eleven other
traders into joining her 'Giving Tree' project. But new Mayor Jonas Carmichael wants the
project to fail, and he is quick to blame a recently returned, down-on-their-luck local when
some of the gift cards go missing. As thefts devastate the town and shoppers avoid Kingfisher
Falls, Charlotte faces a big decision when news about her past casts doubt on her future. With
days before Christmas, can she solve the mystery of the missing cards and exonerate the accused
local?
Detective per caso. Me, mum & misteryMe, mum & mysteryUna fiction in giallo. Me, mum &
misteryIndagine al faro. Me, mum & misteryUna Serie de MisterioEdebe Pub
A relaxing hike on Lighthouse Island gets becomes a troubling adventure when a big storm
strands all the travelers on the island, where a dangerous criminal has just broken out of
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jail. This smells like a new case for Emily and Linda Wright!
INVESTIGACION EN EL FARO
The Adventures of the Vanishing Cracksman and the Master Detective, known as "the man of the
forty faces"
Death Comes to Bishops Well: The Shires Mysteries 1
How To¿Understand the Mystery of Suffering, Feel Joy While Suffering, Make a Difference
Wherever, Forever¿to You, My Love
Cause of Death: The Shires Mysteries 3
A Novel

Durante una noiosa estate londinese, Emily riceve una lettera inaspettata, con cui scopre che il bizzarro prozio Orville l'ha designata
come erede del suo cottage a Blossom Creek, un paesino sperduto nel Kent. Una volta lì, Emily e sua madre Linda scoprono che il
cottage nasconde una sorpresa: era la sede di un'agenzia di investigazioni, ormai del tutto abbandonata almeno finché, quasi per gioco,
Emily gira il segnale "Chiuso" affisso alla porta. Ed ecco che, quella notte, il primo mistero bussa alla porta di mamma e figlia: a
Sherrington Lodge, austera dimora alle porte del paese, avvengono sinistri episodi E il proprietario, il maggiore Trevor Sherrington, ha
il terrore che la casa sia infestata dagli spiriti. Emily e Linda dapprima rifiutano l'incarico, ma il destino sembra avere in serbo per loro
un disegno diverso
BOOK THREE IN THE SHIRES MYSTERIES - A GRIPPING NEW WHODUNNIT SET IN THE ENGLISH COUNTRYSIDE. All
is not well in the village. The local meadows have been the pride of Bishops Well for hundreds of years, but now they are facing the
sharp blades of developers. The landowner is a rich and reclusive author who is happy to see them destroyed, but the villagers including Sam Dee and Maggie Kaye - are fighting back. Until, that is, someone decides to silence one of their number permanently.
As Maggie and Sam soon discover, there is more than a quick buck to be made in the developers' plans. There are age-old secrets and
personal vendettas that could have deadly repercussions in Bishops Well today. With Sam's legal expertise and Maggie's... well, Maggieness, they delve into the past, determined to unearth the truth. And, as sparks begin to fly, could there finally be something more
between this sleuthing duo? A GRIPPING NEW COSY CRIME SERIES, FOR FANS OF BETTY ROWLANDS, FAITH MARTIN
AND JOY ELLIS. What readers are saying about Anna Legat: 'Brilliant. I didn't want to put it down!' 'It's a rare author who can keep
me guessing until the end - and the ending was a shocker' 'Plenty of twists and turns' 'A brilliantly complex spaghetti of unrelated subplots to challenge any armchair sleuth' 'I thoroughly enjoyed this book, reading it cover to cover in a weekend' 'I shall look out for
more from Ms Legat'
This story follows the everyday lives of a little boy and his mum.
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Una fiction in giallo. Me, mum & mistery
The Mum Mystery
Heavenly Letters from Mum
The Mystery of Edwin Drood
Notte gialla al museo. Me, mum & mistery
When You Reach Me
Esmie has always longed for a new mum, since her real mother died when she was a baby. So when Lizzie
moves in, Esmie is delighted. Surely it can only be a matter of time before Dad proposes and Lizzie
becomes an official mum. So why does Matty, Esmie's brother, suddenly have cold feet about the whole
thing? But Esmie has even more pressing problems: like the discovery of her mother's old jewellery box
that leads to a mystery about her past. And then there's Esmie's friendship with a new girl in the
street who claims to have psychic powers...Esmie has always loved mysteries -- but never before have her
detective skills been so thoroughly put to the test!
"Like A Wrinkle in Time (Miranda's favorite book), When You Reach Me far surpasses the usual whodunit or
sci-fi adventure to become an incandescent exploration of 'life, death, and the beauty of it all.'" —The
Washington Post This Newbery Medal winner that has been called "smart and mesmerizing," (The New York
Times) and "superb" (The Wall Street Journal) will appeal to readers of all types, especially those who
are looking for a thought-provoking mystery with a mind-blowing twist. Shortly after a fall-out with her
best friend, sixth grader Miranda starts receiving mysterious notes, and she doesn’t know what to do.
The notes tell her that she must write a letter—a true story, and that she can’t share her mission with
anyone. It would be easy to ignore the strange messages, except that whoever is leaving them has an
uncanny ability to predict the future. If that is the case, then Miranda has a big problem—because the
notes tell her that someone is going to die, and she might be too late to stop it. Winner of the Boston
Globe–Horn Book Award for Fiction A New York Times Bestseller and Notable Book Five Starred Reviews A
Junior Library Guild Selection "Absorbing." —People "Readers ... are likely to find themselves chewing
over the details of this superb and intricate tale long afterward." —The Wall Street Journal "Lovely and
almost impossibly clever." —The Philadelphia Inquirer "It's easy to imagine readers studying Miranda's
story as many times as she's read L'Engle's, and spending hours pondering the provocative questions it
raises." —Publishers Weekly, Starred review
The prime suspect in the brutal rape and murder of a young woman whose body is left in an ancient
church, young aristocrat Sebastian St. Cyr becomes a fugitive and flees a ruthless powerbroker with ties
to the Prince Regent. Reprint.
Indagine al faro. Me, mum & mistery
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A Sebastian St. Cyr Mystery
A twisty and gripping cosy mystery
Me, mum & mystery - 9. Doppia indagine per Emily
Greatest Hits Mysteries book#1
BOOK ONE IN THE SHIRES MYSTERIES - A TWISTY NEW WHODUNNIT. When Sam Dee moves to the beautiful Wiltshire village of Bishops Well, he
expects a quiet life of country walks and pub lunches. OK, so his new neighbour, Maggie Kaye, is a little peculiar, but she's very nice - and his old pal Richard
Ruta lives just down the road. But when Richard throws one of his famous parties, things take a sinister turn. Sam, Maggie and the rest of the guests are
dumbfounded when Richard falls down dead. A horrible tragedy - or a cunningly planned murder? With a village full of suspects - and plenty of dark secrets just who exactly would want to bump off their host? Is there a connection to another mysterious death, nearly twenty years before? Armed with her local
knowledge, Maggie - with Sam's reluctant but indispensable help - is soon on the case. But when the body count starts to rise, will sleepy Bishops Well ever be the
same again? A GRIPPING NEW COSY CRIME MYSTERY, FOR FANS OF BETTY ROWLANDS, FAITH MARTIN AND JOY ELLIS. What readers are saying
about Anna Legat: 'Brilliant. I didn't want to put it down!' 'It's a rare author who can keep me guessing until the end - and the ending was a shocker' 'Plenty of
twists and turns' 'A brilliantly complex spaghetti of unrelated sub-plots to challenge any armchair sleuth' 'I thoroughly enjoyed this book, reading it cover to cover
in a weekend' 'I shall look out for more from Ms Legat'
"You think you can erase what we had?" Celebrity heart surgeon Dr. Alessandro Lucioni might be gorgeous, but I will never forget what we shared in Paris five
years ago…or how he broke my heart! And now he's standing in front of me, asking for my help with his young niece—and determined to pick up where we left
off! But this time I won't be his consolation prize. I will remain strong. Yet with memories of those magical blazing nights swirling through my mind, he's just so
very hard to resist…
Heavenly Letters from Mum captures in its pages the messages that Anne Noelette Andre received by automatic writing from her mum, Daisy Gerda Andre, for
five years following her death in 2003. By presenting these messages, Heavenly Letters from Mum offers relief and peace to all who have lost loved ones to
death, As the author writes in the Preface, "Do not be sad. Your loved ones on the other side-in the other dimensions-are near you. As long as they exist in your
heart, they don't depart." After telling how her mum died and how she faced the loss, the author then presents a series of chapters that alternately report
transcriptions of the spirit writings she shared with her mum and off er reflections on the influence and impact of these messages. Heavenly Letters from Mum
also presents a selection of images that reproduce the original handwritten records of these conversations, along with several other pictures of the author and her
mum. If you have found your life touched by the death of someone you have loved, then Heavenly Letters from Mum: A True Story will offer to you the
encouragement to seek the abiding presence of your loved one, to listen for messages, and to enter into conversations that transcend the limitations of one's daily
routines.
DETECTIVE HAMILTON CLEEK TRILOGY – Cleek, the Master Detective + Cleek of Scotland Yard + Cleek's Government Cases (Mystery & Crime Series)
The Mother-in-Law
The Hideaway
Können Elefanten schwindeln?
(Newbery Medal Winner)
Colpevole o innocente? Me, mum & mistery
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· "Deliciously entertaining!" —People Magazine's "People Pick" · Entertainment Weekly's "MUST List" · O Magazine’s
"15 Best Beach Books of the Year So Far" · Bustle "Best Book of April" · Refinery29 "Best Book of April" · Cosmopolitan
"Best Book of April" · Woman's Day's "27 Fiction Books of 2019 to Add to Your Reading List ASAP" · BookBub's "Biggest
Books of April" · PopSugar's "30 Must-Read Books of 2019" A twisty, compelling new novel about one woman's
complicated relationship with her mother-in-law that ends in death... From the moment Lucy met her husband’s mother,
she knew she wasn’t the wife Diana had envisioned for her perfect son. Exquisitely polite, friendly, and always generous,
Diana nonetheless kept Lucy at arm’s length despite her desperate attempts to win her over. And as a pillar in the
community, an advocate for female refugees, and a woman happily married for decades, no one had a bad word to say
about Diana...except Lucy. That was five years ago. Now, Diana is dead, a suicide note found near her body claiming
that she longer wanted to live because of the cancer wreaking havoc inside her body. But the autopsy finds no cancer. It
does find traces of poison, and evidence of suffocation. Who could possibly want Diana dead? Why was her will changed
at the eleventh hour to disinherit both of her children, and their spouses? And what does it mean that Lucy isn’t exactly
sad she’s gone? Fractured relationships and deep family secrets grow more compelling with every page in this twisty,
captivating new novel from Sally Hepworth. Praise for Sally Hepworth: “With jaw-dropping discoveries, and realistic
consequences, this novel is not to be missed. Perfect for lovers of Big Little Lies.” —Library Journal, starred review
"Hepworth deftly keeps the reader turning pages and looking for clues, all the while building multilayered characters and
carefully doling out bits of their motivations." —Booklist
BOOK TWO IN THE SHIRES MYSTERIES - A GRIPPING NEW COSY CRIME MYSTERY. When Maggie Kaye and
Sam Dee join the Bishops Well archaeological dig, they are as surprised as everyone else to unearth a body that was
buried there less than fifty years ago. It can't possibly be the remains of an ancient Celt. Maggie, with her usual flair - and
psychic intuition - is convinced that there is more to this discovery than meets the eye. And some Bishops residents
seem to know a lot more about the case than they are willing to let on. But nobody is as shocked as Maggie when a face
from the past - a face she thought she'd never see again - appears in the village, and long-hidden secrets begin to
surface. With danger at her door, and Sam by her side, can Maggie uncover the truth before it's too late? A TWISTY
NEW WHODUNNIT, FOR FANS OF BETTY ROWLANDS, FAITH MARTIN AND JOY ELLIS. What readers are saying
about Anna Legat: 'Brilliant. I didn't want to put it down!' 'It's a rare author who can keep me guessing until the end - and
the ending was a shocker' 'Plenty of twists and turns' 'A brilliantly complex spaghetti of unrelated sub-plots to challenge
any armchair sleuth' 'I thoroughly enjoyed this book, reading it cover to cover in a weekend' 'I shall look out for more from
Ms Legat'
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Emily Wright inherits a cottage and a detective agency in Blossom Creek. She travels there with her mother, believing
they would stay for only a day or so, but the two discover a new life for themselves there. They find acceptance,
friendship, and plenty of cases to solve.
Il mistero della stanza n. 11. Me, mum & mistery
Una Serie de Misterio
Me and My Mum
Un caso doble para Emily / A Double Case for Emily
Detective per caso. Me, mum & mistery
There's no escape from a shocking secret - from the No. 1 bestselling author
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